Email is essentially computers talking to each other in simple codes to relay simple text. The message simply failed, usually due to a far-end server error. This is a basic guide to the SMTP return (or 'error') codes you may see for rejected or failed messages. In this case the mail server may only provide an SMTP error code.

Error 400 codes are typically temporary failures, so a correctly configured mail server should retry the connection based on their delivery attempt. These connections will eventually succeed.

NOTE: The following steps are for modifying the existing SMTP server. In looking at that error code you have reported, I'm seeing the following from Microsoft. A list of SMTP Response Codes and Errors (SMTP Error Messages). In this sample the client issues the MAIL FROM command and the server replies.

Email Errors. If you experience errors when trying to use E-mail, the information below may be helpful. Hotmail: If using Hotmail, the outgoing SMTP server may have changed. It is now server. The transport error code was 0x80040217.

Common SMTP error codes when sending messages to Yahoo. Getting this error: (Server response: read error code(0) ) If you still cannot make the Office365 SMTP server authenticate, then I'm afraid you'll need to contact. Setting up an SMTP server in SugarCRM is as simple as navigating to Admin _ Email. A similar message may be displayed with the error code of 1.1.0.
Error: Wrong or missing login data to access mail transport servers smtp.mailhostbox.com. Finally, remember that it's much easier to deal with these error codes if you choose to rely on a professional SMTP server that will help you solve any issue. SMTP error 451 will occur on a mail server when there is a local error to the mail.

The error code can either be visible from the mail logs on the mail server. I am looking at the email deliverability of my server, and I see a Hard Bounce from an AOL email address. The error code is: 550 Mailbox not found 500 5.1.1. authentication failure (SMTP: STARTTLS failed (code: 220, response: ready for tls)). I can connect to the same smtp server and port over TLS using Outlook. (Error code: ssl_error_inappropriate_fallback_alert) The message could not be sent using SMTP server smtp.googlemail.com for an unknown reason. Please.

The following table displays the SMTP error or response codes. 530, Authentication required or server blacklisted by recipient or no such recipient mailbox.

gsmtp) Can’t send mail: sendmail process failed with error code 1 Unable to send message using external mail server SMTP – mailq Oct 10 '14 at 17:50.

After browsing and searching I only come up with that I should add the port number at the end of the smtp server name, like smtp.server.xxx:2525. to the SMTP server. The transport error code was 0x800ccc15. To resolve this error, enter the port number in the SMTP Server Port Number field. By default.
IDispatch error # 17 (COM Error 80040211, Description: Unable to send the message to the SMTP server. Transport error code: 0x80040217. Unknown server. If you have based your code on an example you found somewhere other than here on It means that PHPMailer is unable to contact the SMTP server you have Some techniques to diagnose the source of this error are discussed below. Helpful Answer Re: SMTP Error Code : _530_. It could be caused by certain policy in your Exchange server: not allowing relay from the DI server, that account. Error : Wrong or missing login data to access mail transport server smtp.mailhostbox.com. Please check the associated account's settings/credentials.

Hi, I setup email accounts using gmail id's. It was working till some time ago but now its not, though the status of smtp and pop3 says 'Connection Successful'. The SMTP server returns an error code in response to Connect or to the SMTP command 'HELO' &01 = SMTP Server response &02 = Name of the SMTP server. Here is a list of the standard SMTP error codes you will find in most email bounces. The email server typically will try to send it again till it reaches retry timeout.

>>>CLICK HERE<<<

This article helps configure your instance to handle error codes that are returned from the SMTP server. ServiceNow allows users to pre-define how specific error.